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(1.1) 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let N = {0, 1, 2,...  }. For any a, b • N, define N(a) = {a, a + 1,... }, N(a, b) = {a, a + 1,. . . ,  b} 
when a <_ b. Consider the following difference quation with variable delay: 
Xn+l -- Xn "}- pnxn-k ,~ = O, n E N,  (1.1) 
where {Pn} is a sequence of nonnegative real numbers, {kn } is a sequence of nonnegative integers, 
and there exists a nonnegative integer k such that kn < k, for n E N. When Pn - b and kn - k, 
(1.1) reduces to the autonomous difference equation 
Xn+l -- Xn "4- bXn-k  = O, n E N, (1.2) 
whose asymptotic stability of the zero solution has been studied by Clark [I], Levin and May  [2] 
and Kuruklis [3]. In [2,3], it was proved that the zero solution of (1.2) is asymptotically stable if 
and only if 
0<b<2cos  [ k~] .  
The main idea of proof used in [1-3] is to apply the fact that the zero solution of (1.2) is 
asymptotically stable ff and only if all the roots of its characteristic equation 
A k+l - A k + b = 0 
are inside the unit disk. This method does not apply for (I.i) when the coefficient Pn or the 
delay kn depends on n. This is why results about the stability of (1.1) axe very scarce in the 
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nonantonomons case. When k, -- k, we refer to [4-6] for results on stability of (1.1). We also 
mention th~.t in [7-11], some results on the oscillation of all solutions of (1.1) were obtained. 
We may think of (1.1) as being a discrete analogue of the delay differential equation 
x'Ct) + p( t )x( t  - = 0, t > 0, (1.3) 
where p, v • C([0, oo), [0, c~)). As for (1.3), the stability of the zero solution has been studied by 
Yoneyama [12], which says that if there is a constant q > 0 such that r(t) < q, t _> 0, and 
ff_ 2'3 qp(S)ds <_ t >_ q, (1.4) 
then, the zero solution of (1.3) is uniformly stable. Now, it is natural to consider the condition 
3 
P' < 5' "•  (1.5) 
i=n-k 
as a discrete version of (1.4) and ask if the zero solution of (1.1) is -niformly stable under 
condition (1.5). The main purpose of this paper is to establish the following sharper condition 
than (1.5). 
THEOREM I. i .  Assume that 
" 3 1 
E p' -< 5 + 2(k + 1)' n • N(k). (1.6) 
i=n-k. 
Then, the zero solution of (1.1) is ,niformly stable. 
The next result provides a sufficient condition for the zero solution of (1.1) to be globally 
asymptotically stable. 
THEOREM 1.2. Assume that 
and 
" 3 1 
E p' <- ~ < 5 + 2(k + 1)' n • N(k), (1.7) 
i=n-kn 
00 
~-~Pn = co. (1.8) 
n=0 
Then, the zero solution of (1.1) is globally asymptotically stable. 
By a solution of (1.1), we mean a sequence {x,} of real numbers which is defined for all 
n • N(no - k) and satisfies (1.1) for n • N(no), for some no • N. It is easy to see that for any 
given no E N and initial conditions of the form 
xno+j = aj, j • N(-k, 0), (1.9) 
(1.1) has a unique solution {z,} which is defined for n • N(n0 - k) and satisfies the initial 
condition (1.9). We denote by Z(n;no,a) the solution of (1.1) with (1.9). 
DEFINITION 1.1. The zero solution of (1.1) is said to be ,mlformly stable, if  £or any e > O, and 
no • N, there is 6 = 6(e) > 0 such that 
]In n = sup{lajl: j = -k , -k  + 1,.. . ,0} < 6, 
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implies that the solution {xn} of (1.1) with (1.9) satisfies 
Ix.I < ~, n e N(no). 
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Next, we show that 
J 
EPn  =0,  whenever j < i -  1. 
2. PROOFS OF  THEOREMS 
PROOF OF THEOREM 1.1. For any e > 0 and no • N, define 6 = e/(1 + ~)2k+1, where/~ = 
3/2 + 1/(2(k + 1)). We will show that Ila[[ < 6 implies that the solution x(n;no,a) of (1.1) and (1.9) 
satisfies 
< , • N(n0). (2.1) 
In the sequel, let xn = x(n;no,a). We shall first prove 
lxn[ < e, n•N(no+l ,no+2k+l ) .  
In view of (1.6), we have Pn -</~, n • N, and so by (1.1), we get 
[X.o+xl ~ Ix~l + p-olX-o-~.o I< (1-I-~)6, 
IXno+21 < IX.o+ll "}-Pno+l Ix-o+, < (1 q.. ~)2~. 
In general, we can obtain by induction 
Ix.o+,l < (1 +/~)'~, 
This shows that (2.2) is true by virtue of the definition of & Hence, if (2.1) is not true, then there 
must be some n* • N(no+2k+2) such that [xn. [ > e and [xn[ < e, n • N(no -k ,  n* - 1). Without 
loss of generality, we assume xn- > 0. Thus, xn- - xn--1 > 0. By (1.1), x, , . -1-k. ._,  < 0, and 
so, there is nl • N(n* - k , . -1,n*)  C N(n ° - k,n*) such that xn~-t _< 0, x ,  1 > 0 and x~ > 0 for 
n • N(nl, n*). From (1.1), we have 
Zn+l  -- Xn <~ ~-Pn, B • N(BO,  n*  -- 1). 
By virtue of the choice of hi, there is a real number ~ • [hi - 1, nl) such that 
x , , , -1  + (z , , ,  - z , , - l ) (~  - n l  + I )  = o. 
-x . _k  < ~ [ "~::1 p~ - (hi - 0p . , _ l ] ,  
L/--n-k,, 
i • N(I, 2k + 1). 
n e N(nl - 1, n* - 1). 
(2.3) 
(2.4) 
(2.5) 
(2.2) 
DEFINITION 1.2. The zero solution of (1.1) is called globally attractive, if every solution of (1.1) 
tends to zero as n --~ oo. 
DEFINITION 1.3. The zero solution of (1.1) is called globally asymptotically stable, f l i t  is uni- 
forndy stable and globally attractive. 
For the sake of convenience, throughout this paper, we will use the convention 
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In fact, if n - kn E N(n l ,  n* - 1), then clearly (2.5) is true. Now, assume n - kn • N(no, n l  - 1), 
then by (2.3), we get 
- -Xn_k ,  * m --Xnl_ 1 
nl --2 
E (2gi+l -- xi) 
i f f in- k,~ 
---- (Xnl -- Xnl -1)(~ --  nl  -]- 1) + 
nl --2 
(~,+~ - ~,1 
i=n-kn  
_____e (~- -n lq -1 )pn , - lq -  E P i  I <-e P i - - (n l - -~)Pna- I  , 
i f f in-kn J L i=n-kn  
which shows that (2.5) holds. Substituting (2.5) into (1.1), we have 
Xn+l-X.<_epn["~-~l p~-(nl-~)pn~-l], 
L i fn -  k.~ 
n e N(n l  - 1,n* - 1). (2.6) 
There are two possible cases to consider. 
~--~n*--I CASE I. d = 2~i=m P~ + (nl - ~)Pnt-1 -< I. Now, using (2.6), we have 
. * -1  . * -1  
x . .  =x .~ + ~ (~.+1-~.1  = (~. , -~ . , -11(~1-~)  + ~ (~ .+1-  x . )  
n~--.n I n~nl  
iffinx-l-k,~a_ 1 nffinx Liffin-k,~ 
_< @., - l (m - ~)[~ - (m - Op- , -d  + ~ ~ p-  ~ - p~ - (m - ~)p . , -~  
'l"t ~';1,1 ~Et  1 
' n*-i ~ n'-I 2 2 ] 
=,  ~d - E p" p, - (nl  - ~)P . , - I  Z p" - (nl  - ~) Pm-1  
~;,=Ir;,1 i~'¢'~ 1 n~" l  
1 1 2 
- p .  - g p .  - (nl - ~)p . , -1  ~ p .  - (m - ~)~p~.,_l 
= e f~d 2 \n=m nffim n fm 
Since 
- -  R*  - -  RI "I- 1 \n f f im 
1 d2 > 1 2 
- -  rt* - rt l  --I.- 1 -k -~ ' i  "d '  
we obtain 
Xn* <6 
1 1 
which contradicts the assumpt ion xn.  _> e. 
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n*  - -1 CASE II. d = ~-,iffim Pi + (n~ - ~)Pn,-1 > 1. In this case, there exists n2 ~ N(nl,n*) such that 
n ' - I  n ' - I  
E, .< i  and E p.>l .  
n=n2 n----ha--1 
Therefore, we may choose a real number 7 E (n2 - 1, n2] such that 
n*-- I  
Z Pn -~ ( r t2 -  7)Pn2-1 = 1. 
n~71.2 
It is easy to obtain 
n2-5  ] 
Xn* ---- (Xnl -- Xn l -1 ) (T t l  -- ~) -I- Z (Xn+l  -- xn)  q- (7 -- n2 -t- 1) (Xn, - Xn , -1 )  
n~n l  
[ ] 
Tl,-~n2 
(2.7) 
In view of (2.3), we find 
n2- -5  
11,----71,1 [ .,2 ] 
_< ~ (nl - ~)p,,,_~ + ~ p .  + (7 - ,~ + 1)p~,_~ . 
n m.~.!Ct i , 
(2.8) 
By virtue of (2.6), we have 
n l [ 11 ] 
(n2 - 7) (x.~ - xn2-1) + ~ (~.+1 - ~. )  < ~(~ - , )p-2-1 ~ p, - (m - ~)p. , -1 
n----n2 i -~- n 2 -- 1 -- kn  2 - I 
+ ~ ~ p,~ p, - (,~ - ~)pn,-~ • (2.9) 
n=n2 L i=n-k , ,  
Substituting (2.8) and (2.9) into (2.7), we get 
r 
+ ~(n2 - 7)Pn~-I  
= ~ [(nl - ~)p. , -1  
+ e(n2-7)Pn2-1 
=~ ~_, p,, p~-(n2 - o)p.,-1 +~(n2 - 7)p.,-1 
n=na L i=n-kn  
n2--2 1 
+ ZpnT(7-n2+l )pn2-1  
n ---~'fl.1 
p, - (n l -~)p . , _ l  +~ ~ p.  p, - (nl - ~)pn,-1 
iffin2- l-kn2_1 nfn2 Li=n-k,, 
+ ~ p.  + (n - ,~ + 11p.,-1 p~ + (~2 - 71r~,-1 
n~!rL 1
p,-(nl-~lp,,,_~ +~ ~ p,, p, - (~1 - ~)~, -1  
i=n2-1 -kn~ - I n----n~ L i==n-k ,~ 
n2-1 
p, - (n~ - 7)p.2-1 
i :na  - 1- k,~ a - a 
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e E ~n ~ -- E Pi -- ('/'12 -- ~)Pn, -1  J¢" e("2 -- '/'])Pn,--1 [/~ -- ('/'12 -- ~)Pn,-- l]  
~1,=ffi'a,~ iffi~11,2 
. .1 , ,  ] 
- p , - ( - , - ,7 )p . , - ,  p . - ( - , . - ,7 )  
n-----n2 i~n2 n--~n~, 
1 ~ E Pr,} n~ffin 2 P2n -- ('/'12 -- n )Pn l - I  Pn -- ('/'12 -- '0)2p2~t-1 
( 1 1  1 ) .<e(131 1 ) 
-<~ /3 -2 -2"n* -n~+l  - 2 (k+l )  =e,  
which is again a contradiction. Thus, (2.1) holds, and hence, the proof of this theorem iscomplete. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 1.2. In view of Theorem 1.1, we know that the zero solution of (1.1) 
is uniformly stable. Hence, the rest of the proof is to show that the zero solution is globally 
attractive. Let {zn} be a solution of (1.1), we will prove 
lim z,~ = 0. (2.10) 
If {z,} is eventually nonpositive or eventually nonnegative, then it is easy to see that (2.10) 
holds by using (1.8) and noting the monotonity of zn. Next, we consider the case when {z,} is 
oscillatory in the sense that the terms xn are not all eventually positive or eventually negative. 
Set 
= lira sup zn and _z = lira inf zn. 
n- '*O0 F~-'-*OD 
Then, -c¢ < _z _< 0 _< • < e¢. It suffices to show • = z_ = 0. For any e > 0, there exists 
,/.1" E N(2k) and a constant M E (1 + 1/(k + 1), 3/2 + 1/(2(k + 1))) such that 
n 
E p~ <- M, ,  E N(,*), (2.11) 
i=ffin- k,~ 
and 
~. - -  e < Zn-k .  < ~ + e, 
Substituting (2.12) into (1.1), we have 
n E N(,*). (2.12) 
Xn+l -- ~,n, ~ ( - -~  "l- ~)Pn, -- E N( . * ) ,  (2.13) 
and 
Xn+l - -Zn  ~> --(X'q" e)pn, n E N( - * ) .  
Since {zn} is oscillatory, there exits a sequence {n~} of positive integers uch that 
(2.14) 
n~ E N(n* + 2k + 1), zn~ > O, zn~ - Xn~-I ~> 0 and ni -.-* eo, zn, --, "~ as i ---, eo. 
From (1.1), we see that Zn~- l -kn ,_ l  • 0, and hence, there exists n* E N(n~ - kn~- l , f t i )  C 
N(n~ -k ,  ni) such that zn;-1 <_ 0, zn; > 0 and zn > 0 for n E N(n~,ni). According to the choice 
of n~, there is ~ E [n~ - 1, n~) such that 
Xn~-I  "{- (~n~ -- Xn~- l )  (~i -- n~ -{- i )  = O. (2.151 
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We will now prove that 
] -~ ._~.  < ( -~ +, ) ,  ~ p~ - (~  - ~,) , 
- b=n_ k 
Clearly, (2.16) holds when n- kn E N(n~,n~). 
by (2.13) and (2.15), we have 
--Xn-k,.,. = --Xn~-I "1"- E (Xi.-i-1 -- Xi) 
i=n-kn 
n e N(n~. - 1, ni - 1). (2.16) 
Now, assuming n - kn e N(n*,n~ - 1), then 
n~--2 
=(Xn: -Xn ' -O(~, -n ;+ l )+ E (x ,+x-x, )  
i=n-kn 
_<( -~+~)  (~-~r+l )p . . -x+ ~ pj =( -~+~)  p~-(n~-~)p.z-~, 
Ld--n-k, j=n-kn 
which shows (2.16) to be satisfied. Substituting (2.16) into (1.1), we get 
] x,~÷l - z,~ <_ ( -~ + ~)p,~ pj - (n~ - (dp- - -x  , 
Consider the following two possible cases. 
~-'~n~ - 1 CASE 1. di = z_~jfn7 pj + (n~ - ~ i )Pn~- I  --< 1. 
CASE 2. d~ = ~j=,~ p# + (n~ - ~)p,~_l > 1. 
n~ - 1 and using (2.15), we get 
n~- I  
xn, =(n:-~,)(Xn:-xn7 - 1) + E (Xn+l-Xn) 
n~n ~ 
<--(--X'l'e)(n~--~i)Pn~-I IL j=nT-l-k'~7-xn~l Pff--(n~--~i)Pn*-l] 
+ (-~_ + ~) ~ p,, pj - (nr - ~,)p.. - 1 
nfn~ LJfn-k~ 
<_(-x+e) Md,-gd,-~ p2.~(n ; -~ i )2p2r_  1
[ 19._ 1 7 ] (  (1 <_(-x+e) Mdi-~d i 2(n i -n*+l )  d <e M-  + 
For Case 2, we may choose n~ e N(n~, n:) such that 
h i -1  ni-I 
EPn<l  and E pn>l .  
n=n; nfn~- I
Therefore, there exists rh E (n~ - 1, n~] such that 
hi--1 
E Pn + (n~-  ~?i)Pn;-x = 1. 
n e N(n*  - 1 ,~,  - 1). (2 .17)  
For Case 1, by summing (2.17) up from n~ to 
1)) 
2(k + 1) " 
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By an exactly similar argument to that in the proof of Theorem I.I for Case 2, we also may prove 
[ 1( 1)} 
x,,_<(-~+~). M-g  1+~-  i . 
Letting i --* co and remembering e is arbitrary, we get 
[ 1( 1)] 
e< M-~ 1+~- -~ (-x_). (2.18) 
Similarly, we may show 
[ 1 I k - -~)  ] -x__< M-~ 1+ ~. (2.19) 
Since M - (1/2) ( i  + I / (k  + 1)) < 1, it is easy to see by (2.18) and (2.19) that  x_ -- ~ -- 0. The 
proof is complete. | 
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